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1 Introduction Graphene research continues at a 
frantic pace and is increasingly focused on material grown 
by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on low-cost metal 
foils, a process readily scalable to industrial production [1, 
2]. Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) surface-specific techniques 
such as angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (AR-
PES) are ideally suited to the study of 2D materials and 
have been applied to graphene on single crystal surfaces 
[3–5]. Using spatially resolved ARPES facilities at syn-
chrotron radiation (SR) sources [6, 7] it is possible to study 
single graphene grains [8, 9]. Typically, CVD-grown gra-
phene layers comprise a patchwork of differently oriented 
grains: the graphene grain sizes and mismatch angles are 
critical for global transport and mechanical properties. 

The issue of graphene doping and band-gap opening 
induced by substrate interaction is also crucial, both for 
understanding basic electronic properties and for metal 
contacting to graphene devices. Detailed consensus is lack-

ing among theoretical studies of graphene-metal interac-
tions, due to the complexity of first-principles calculations 
on such systems (e.g. dispersion forces, incommensurate 
structures) [10]. A recent ARPES study [4] found that gra-
phene grown in UHV on Cu(111) and Cu(100) single crys-
tals is n-doped (Fermi energy EF = 300 meV above the Dirac 
crossing) and has an induced band-gap EG = 250 meV, with 
both values affected by air exposure, while a recent micro-
ARPES experiment found undoped graphene on Cu foil [8]. 

Here, we use ARPES on three different SR beamlines 
to clarify the doping and band gap of CVD-grown gra-
phene on copper foil (G-Cu). We show that a gentle UHV 
anneal (200 °C) of air-exposed G-Cu consistently produces 
undoped graphene of high quality despite the presence of 
residual oxygen contamination. Higher temperature an-
neals remove some adsorbed O and begin to induce n-type 
doping (EF = 350 meV) and the opening of a band gap 
(EG = 100 meV). 

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy have been used to charac-
terise epitaxially ordered graphene grown on copper foil by
low-pressure chemical vapour deposition. A short vacuum
anneal to 200 °C allows observation of ordered low energy
electron diffraction patterns. High quality Dirac cones
are measured in ARPES with the Dirac point at the Fermi
level (undoped graphene). Annealing above 300 °C pro-
duces n-type doping in the graphene with up to 350 meV
shift in Fermi level, and opens a band gap of around
100 meV. 

 

 
Dirac cone dispersion for graphene on Cu foil after vacuum
anneals (left: 200 °C, undoped; right: 500 °C, n-doped). Cen-
tre: low energy electron diffraction from graphene on Cu foil
after 200 °C anneal. Data from Antares (SOLEIL). 
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2 Experimental Samples were grown by low pres-
sure CVD on Cu foils. The G-Cu samples studied here 
comprise mm-sized copper grains with (100) surface orien-
tation covered by a continuous patchwork of monolayer 
graphene grains, each grain typically several μm in size. 
The G-Cu structure is sufficiently ordered to produce good 
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns: see Ref. 
[8] for details.  

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and ARPES 
were performed on three different beamlines. Data from 
the beamlines are labelled Antares, SM or VUV for nano-, 
micro- and conventional ARPES respectively. In all cases 
samples were transferred through air without special pre-
cautions and treated in UHV only by annealing. We found 
that the quality of the LEED pattern correlated best with 
the quality of ARPES data. Experimental details and beam-
line information are given in the Supporting Information 
(online at: www.pss-rapid.com). 

   
3 Results Spotty LEED patterns could be observed 

from G-Cu samples even before any thermal treatment in 
UHV. After gentle annealing to ~200 °C to remove phy-
sisorbed contaminants (anneal times 30 min.), a ring of 
spots typically became clear, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This 
LEED pattern is resolvable into two hexagons, each due to 
a set of graphene grains with consistent in-plane orienta-
tion across the whole mm-sized area probed in LEED. The 
two dominant graphene orientations are offset by 16° [8]. 
LEED spots also appear which do not move with changing 
beam energy: these are (00) beams from well-defined fac-
ets inclined to the Cu(100) surface plane. As the anneal 
temperature is increased to ~300 °C and higher, the gra-
phene spots become weaker and more diffuse while facet 
spots become stronger and broader, and new facet spots 
may appear. 

While the graphene coverage remains nearly complete 
(as confirmed by XPS and electron microscopy [8]), the 
change of LEED pattern reflects a change of the underly-
ing structure of the facetted Cu foil. The reduction of gra-
phene spot intensity, and increased facet spot intensity and   

 

 
Figure 1 LEED patterns from G-Cu after anneals to (a) 200 °C 
[energy 70 eV] and (b) 300 °C [energy 43 eV]. In (a), the solid 
lines (red and blue) highlight two hexagons separated by 16° due 
to two orientations of graphene. The green circles highlight  
Cu facet spots. In (b) the graphene spots are weaker and more dif-
fuse (dashed lines, right side) and a dominant facet appears (cir-
cled). 

width, are consistent with the main facet(s) becoming lar-
ger but rougher. The roughness develops on the length 
scale of the LEED transfer width (tens of nm) and is 
tracked by the graphene, lowering its diffracted intensity. 

We have observed these LEED pattern changes on 
many G-Cu samples in different UHV systems. The ability 
of the Cu to restructure beneath the graphene when an-
nealed over 200 °C is relevant to the ARPES results dis-
cussed later. 

The G-Cu samples are resistant to atmospheric con-
tamination, maintaining tarnish-free appearance for months 
in ambient air. Raman spectra [8] from these G-Cu sam-
ples contain no D-peak, indicating a very low level of de-
fects. Their XPS spectra show only C, Cu and weak O fea-
tures. Selected SR-XPS data and fitting procedures for the 
Cu 3p, O 1s and C 1s peaks are discussed fully in the Sup-
porting Information and the key results summarised here. 

The estimated O/C ratio is less than 10% for all sam-
ples studied, and is typically below 5%. The O/C ratio  
declines with increasing annealing temperature (Fig. 2). A 
60 minute UHV anneal at 550 °C is sufficient to com-
pletely remove O (measured by lab-based XPS). By con-
trast, the Cu core levels, C 1s and C/Cu ratio hardly change 
during UHV annealing up to at least 500 °C, indicating that 
the graphene layer is stable under these conditions. 

 The Cu core levels can be fitted with no chemically 
shifted component due to CuO: fitting Cu 3p with such a 
component included gives an upper limit of about 1% of 
the total Cu peak area, though Cu2O may also contribute. 
This is consistent with only a very small area of the Cu 
surface remaining uncovered by graphene, e.g. at Cu poly-
crystal surface defects [8]. The O 1s peak could be fitted 
with components associated with oxygen functional groups 
on graphene, but their binding energy range also includes 
CuO and Cu2O. The C 1s  XPS lines were fitted using a  

 

 
Figure 2 Oxygen abundance (O/C ratio) as a function of anneal-
ing. The abundance was estimated from SR-XPS data using only 
standard sensitivity factors for C 1s, O 1s and C 2p (absolute  
values are indicative). Shown are a single sample studied at  
VUV photoemission (�) and two different samples from Antares 
(�). 
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procedure based on that of Estrade-Schwarckopf, which 
was originally applied to oxidised graphite [11]. The C 1s 
peak shape is dominated by sp2 C–C bonds, with a very 
small fraction (<1%) of C–O species  appearing at  higher 
binding energies and declining with increased anneal tem-
perature. 

The fitting procedures used provide consistency but are 
not unique. Particularly, C 1s fitting for nano-carbons is 
controversial and discussed further in the Supporting In-
formation. The XPS data indicate that a nearly full cover-
age of graphene efficiently passivates the Cu surface 
against oxidation in ambient air. Similar passivation of pat-
terned Ni films [12], Ir(111) [13] and Au–Ni(111) [14] by 
graphene has been reported. Oxygen contamination during 
CVD growth should be negligible due to the high tempera-
tures under flowing H2. Atop adsorption or intercalation of 
oxide species would not be distinguished by our results.  

Our overall picture of the G-Cu samples is therefore as 
follows: the copper surface is almost completely covered 
by monolayer graphene with grain sizes of a few μm and 
oxygen is present at an O/C ratio of a few %, which de-
clines with UHV annealing. The absence of a D-peak in 
Raman data [8] indicates that the graphene is not defective. 

ARPES measurements were performed on G-Cu sam-
ples after different UHV annealing treatments and typical 
results are shown in Fig. 3. Full details and further data are 
given in the Supporting Information. We concentrate on 
the graphene Κ-points in the region of the Dirac cone, 
which terminates at the Fermi level for undoped graphene. 
The data show slices in reciprocal space through a Dirac 
cone: momentum k = 0 corresponds to the K-point. Panels 
(a) and (b) show nano-spot data (hν = 100 eV, spot size 
200 nm, slice along Γ–Κ direction) after annealing to 
200 °C and 500 °C, respectively. Figure 3(c) shows larger-
area ARPES data (hν = 74 eV, sampling area 40 μm di-
ameter, slice perpendicular to Γ–Κ direction).  

In Fig. 3(a) and (b), individual graphene grains are 
probed. In (a) a very sharp band with approximately linear 
dispersion terminates at the Fermi level, while in (b) the 
band is shifted down in energy (~350 meV) and a gap has 
appeared (~100 meV). In Fig. 3(c), the 40 μm area probed 
means that tens of graphene grains should be measured si-
multaneously. The left panel shows raw data while the 
right panel shows differentiated data. Three closely spaced 
Dirac cones appear (one is highlighted with red lines) con-
sistent with a collection of few-μm-sized graphene grains 
with a slight mutual misorientation. This is similar to rota-
tionally shifted graphene domains observed on single crys-
tal Ir(111) [15]. The anneal temperature was 250 °C and, 
as in Fig. 3(a), the Dirac cones terminate at the Fermi level, 
confirming the undoped nature of the graphene after only 
low temperature annealing. For the 40 μm probe area, the 
Dirac cones become weaker and less well oriented on heat-
ing ≥250 °C. Similar effects are also observed in nano- and 
micro-ARPES, and the sample becomes less homogeneous. 
This is in agreement with the evolution of the LEED pat-
tern towards a more faceted, roughened structure. 

 
Figure 3 ARPES data near the K-point for G-Cu: (a) and (b) na-
no-spot data with anneal temperatures 200 °C and 500 °C, respec-
tively; (c) 40 μm spot size, anneal temperature 250 °C (left is raw 
data, right panel is differentiated). In (a, b) black lines show the 
Fermi level and k = 0 while red lines are TB model fits. 

 

The Fermi levels were found by fitting the energy  
distribution curves (EDCs) and the bands shown in  
Fig. 3 were fitted to a  tight  binding model  [16]  (nearest-
neighbour only, hopping energy 3.3 eV), giving a Fermi 
velocity vF = 3.3 × 106 ms–1. The induced gap seen in 
Fig. 3(b) was estimated from the EDCs to be 100 meV. 
Similar results to those shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) were ob-
tained performing single-grain ARPES with a 2 µm spot 
size and hν = 74 eV (see Supporting Information). 

 
4 Discussion The ARPES data all indicate that the 

low temperature annealed G-Cu samples give undoped gra-
phene while annealing to ≥300 °C induces a gap and  
n-doping. It is important to note that these results are con-
sistent across three different UHV systems and so should 
not be strongly affected by, for example, adsorption of ac-
tive species due to different vacuum conditions in the 
preparation chambers.  

With EF = 250 meV above the conduction band mini-
mum for n-type graphene and vF = 3.3 × 106 ms–1, the sheet 
charge density of the 500 °C annealed sample is estimated 
to be 4 × 1011 cm–2. This is two orders of magnitude less 
than the density of O atoms on the graphene surface (1% 
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coverage = 7.3 × 1012 cm–2). Furthermore, doping is not 
correlated to O abundance across our set of around 10 dif-
ferent G-Cu samples. Instead, the typical behaviour is as 
described: after a low-temperature anneal to 200–250 °C, 
graphene appears undoped independent of the measured 
O/C ratio in the range 3% to 5%. Hence, oxygen contami-
nation may only have an indirect effect on doping and the 
adsorbates themselves are unlikely to dope the graphene. 
While we see no evidence for intercalation of oxygen be-
tween the graphene and Cu substrate, in contrast to that re-
ported for Cu(100) in Ref. [4], the present measurements 
do not rule out O intercalated between the graphene and 
forming chemical bonds only with the graphene.  

Chemical interaction between pristine graphene and 
single crystal substrates was shown to both alter the doping 
level and induce a gap by metal d-state hybridization and 
symmetry-breaking of the graphene sub-lattice [5, 10]. In 
our samples, we do not see such effects after low tempera-
ture anneals but doping and an induced band gap do arise 
for higher temperature annealing. This is accompanied by 
both a reduction in O content and an evolution of the sur-
face towards a more faceted and inhomogeneous structure, 
as measured by both LEED and nano-ARPES. This sym-
metry-breaking may be lifted by O locally distorting the 
graphene structure, whether intercalated or adsorbed atop. 
The symmetry-broken interface and associated band gap 
could then form after higher temperature annealing due to 
O removal. This would explain both the lack of correlation 
between O/C ratio and initial doping: sufficient O con-
tamination simply lifts the graphene/substrate interaction 
and does not directly dope the graphene. Alternatively, the 
local Cu facet structure may be altered by the higher tem-
perature annealing such that a stronger Cu-graphene elec-
tronic interaction arises, leading to the doping and band gap. 

Similar doping and band-gap effects are not observed 
on air-exposed single-crystal Ir(111) [13] or Au–Ni(111) 
[14]. This further suggests that the oxygen contamination 
indeed only plays an indirect role in the present case. Inter-
estingly, the interaction strength and doping type for Au on 
graphene have recently been shown to vary depending on 
the configuration of the Au (nano-particles vs. thin films) 
[17]. Since Cu atoms beneath the graphene in G-Cu are 
sufficiently mobile to completely alter the LEED pattern 
after modest UHV annealing, a configurational effect 
could also contribute to the changes observed here. It is 
clear from the LEED pattern evolution that structural 
changes take place over a range of length scales. The large 
scale faceting prevents observation of local G-Cu registry 
by LEED alone, and further microscopic investigation of 
the surface evolution would be valuable. However, it is 
plausible that the polycrystallinity of the Cu foil substrate 
and the complex grain and facet structures [8] are impor-
tant in allowing reconfiguration of the graphene-substrate 

interface on annealing. Such reconfiguration is blocked on 
single-crystal substrates. 

 
5 Conclusions In summary, by comparing a large 

sample set measured on three different synchrotron beam-
lines, we have shown consistently that graphene grown by 
CVD on copper foil, exposed to ambient air and annealed 
in vacuum to 200 °C, is undoped with an ideal gapless 
band structure around the K-point. However, higher tem-
perature annealing (300–500 °C) induces a significant gap 
and n-type doping.  
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